Wave Chaos in Real-World Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers
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We report the onset of wave chaos in a real-world vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser. In a joint experimental and modeling approach we demonstrate that a small deformation in one layer of the complicated laser structure changes the emission properties qualitatively. Based on the analysis of the spatial emission profiles and spectral eigenvalue spacing distributions, we attribute these changes to the transition from regular behavior to wave chaos, and justify the full analogy to two-dimensional billiards by model calculations. Hence, these lasers represent fascinating devices for wave chaos studies.

PACS numbers: 42.65.Sf, 05.45.Mt, 42.55.Px

Quantum chaos terms phenomena corresponding to classically chaotic behavior in the semiclassical limit. It can be studied in quantum systems, but also in electromagnetic resonators—then termed “wave chaos”—due to the isomorphism of the Schrödinger and Helmholtz equation in two dimensions. Generic fingerprints of chaos have proven to exist, e.g., in the eigenvalue distributions, depending on integrable or nonintegrable boundary conditions, corresponding to regular or chaotic behavior, respectively. Such characteristics have been widely studied in microwave billiards [1–3]. In optical resonators, wave chaos has been predicted for semiconductor microdisk lasers [4,5]. The first experimental results of the investigations on microdisk lasers are in agreement with the theoretical predictions [6,7]. Huang et al. [8] concluded from a phenomenological comparison of the mode patterns and the wave functions of two-dimensional billiards that vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL) could be interpreted as two-dimensional billiard systems, and they suggested that large-aperture VCSELs might be appropriate systems for wave chaos studies. Here, we report the experimental observation of wave chaos in real-world VCSEL as being used in data-communication applications. Furthermore, we justify the full analogy between VCSELs and two-dimensional billiards by model calculations.

VCSELs are modern sophisticated semiconductor laser structures that have become standard lasers in optical data communication, thus being important technological systems. Furthermore, because of their small size, particular structure, and geometry, they are of tremendous interest for fundamental physics studies [9–12]. The lasers in our experiments are oxide-confined VCSELs emitting at a wavelength of $\lambda = 850$ nm. Figure 1(a) depicts a schematic sketch of a VCSEL. The active layer of the laser is placed between two distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR), establishing the cavity, with reflectivities of 99.7% for the top mirror and 99.9% for the bottom mirror, respectively. The distance between the top and bottom DBR is one wavelength, resulting in the desired longitudinal single mode behavior. Nevertheless, the laser emission is likely
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**FIG. 1.** (a) Schematic sketch of a VCSEL with a circular oxide aperture. Also indicated is the wave vector of the $i$th transverse mode $k_{\text{mode},i}$ as well as its longitudinal $k_0$ and transverse component $k_i$. (b) Experimentally determined intensity distributions for three different pump currents of a VCSEL with a circular oxide aperture.
to exhibit many transverse modes due to the broad area of the active region compared to the product of the wavelength and the length of the cavity, a characteristic quantity known as the Fresnel number. For these VCSELs, the Fresnel number is in the order of $F \sim 160$. For transverse confinement an oxide aperture is incorporated into the top DBR. This oxide aperture acts as current confinement and defines an optical waveguide (index guiding), since the difference of the refractive index of the semiconductor material and the surrounding oxide is very high ($\Delta n \sim 2$), thus defining the transverse resonator shape. It is fabricated by a selective wet oxidation process of a layer of AlAs. The light inside the cavity propagates normal to the plane of the semiconductor layers. The emission occurs through the aperture defined by the top electrical ring contact. The emitted light is linearly polarized in two orthogonal polarization directions, which in the following is denoted as $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ polarization, respectively. The 0.3% outcoupled laser emission through the top mirror allows direct visualization of the two-dimensional intensity distribution inside the cavity by performing a single lens projection onto a CCD camera. Figure 1(b) depicts the $0^\circ$ polarization intensity distributions of a VCSEL incorporating a circular oxide aperture with 14 $\mu$m in diameter for three different pump currents, $I = 4$, 14, and 22 mA, while the laser threshold current is $I_{th} = 2.3$ mA. The corresponding intensity distributions can be identified as Gauss-Laguerre ($LG_{r,\phi}$) modes, in particular, the $LG_{2,1}$, $LG_{0,2}$, and $LG_{0,11}$ modes, respectively. The parameters $r$ and $\phi$ denote the radial and azimuthal mode indices, respectively [13]. The $LG$ modes represent the mathematical solutions of a cavity with a cylindrical symmetry. From this, we conclude that this VCSEL, indeed, incorporates a circular oxide aperture which defines the shape of the resonator. However, the technological fabrication process of the VCSELs can be performed such that a deformed shaped aperture, rather than a circularly shaped one, is realized, because the oxidation rate depends on the crystallographic axes [14]. The second VCSEL in our experiments exhibits an elongated, deformed aperture shape with principal axes of 13 and 15 $\mu$m in diameter, respectively. The deformation of the oxide aperture can be deduced from the shapes of the emission profiles, depicted in Fig. 2 for three different pump currents, $I = 15$, 20, and 30 mA, respectively. Here, the threshold current is $I_{th} = 2.5$ mA. The top row depicts the $90^\circ$ polarization (along the shorter principal axis) and the bottom row the $0^\circ$ polarization. The emission of this VCSEL does not exhibit $LG$ modes as in the case of the VCSEL with the circular oxide aperture (cf. Fig. 1(b)]. Instead, in Fig. 2, we find characteristic intensity profiles commemorating classical particle trajectories, known as scars [15,16]. The intensity distribution of the $90^\circ$ polarization for $I = 15$ mA displays, e.g., a clear bow-tie profile. For $I = 20$ mA a whispering gallery-like mode can be recognized. The distribution of the $0^\circ$ polarization for $I = 30$ mA shows a horizontally directed bouncing-ball mode. Such scars can be regarded as indicators of wave chaos [17]. Thus, the deformation from the circular aperture shape to the elongated, deformed one not only results in different intensity distributions, but also qualitatively changes the basic physical properties of the VCSEL. This indicates a transition from a regular to a chaotic system.

In order to support this hypothesis, we analyze the optical spectra of the laser emission of the VCSELs via cumulated eigenvalue spacing distributions $P(s)$ which are derived from the nearest-neighbor eigenvalue spacing distributions $\tilde{p}(s)$. The nearest-neighbor eigenvalue spacing distribution obeys a Poisson distribution $\tilde{p}(s) = \exp(-s)$ for a regular system and a Wigner distribution $\tilde{p}(s) = \frac{1}{2} \pi s \exp(-\frac{1}{4} \pi s^2)$ for a chaotic system. The normalized mode spacing parameter $s$ is defined as

$$s_i = \frac{(E_i - E_{i-1})}{\langle E \rangle},$$  

(1)

with $E_i$ denoting the normalized energy of the $i$th eigenmode and $\langle E \rangle$ the mean energy spacing. The cumulated eigenvalue spacing distribution $P(s)$ is defined as

$$P(s) = \int_0^s \tilde{p}(s') ds',$$  

(2)

where $\tilde{p}(s)$ is the probability density of the nearest-neighbor eigenvalue spacing distribution. Since we are interested in the analogy between a wave with wave vector $k$ and the chaotic trajectory of a corresponding classical particle, we define the normalized energy of the wave as the normalized energy of a corresponding quantum mechanical particle, $E_i \sim k_i^2$, where $k_i$ is the transverse wave number of the optical mode given by [cf. Fig. 1(a)]

$$k_i^2 = k_{mode,i}^2 - k_0^2,$$  

(3)

where $k_{mode,i}$ is the wave number of the $i$th transverse mode.
and $k_0$ denotes its longitudinal component. In this case, $k_0$ is also the wave number of the fundamental Gaussian mode. Therefore, we have recorded highly resolved optical spectra of the laser emission for both VCSELS at $I = 20$ mA with a resolution of better than 6 GHz. Because of the large Fresnel number, the lasers exhibit 84 and 65 modes within the optical spectra of the dominant 0° polarization of the VCSELS with the circular and the deformed oxide apertures, respectively. For comparison with the experimental data, we have calculated the corresponding distribution functions by numerically generating two eigenvalue spectra each comprising 5000 eigenmodes based on the Poisson distribution for a regular system and on the Wigner distribution for a chaotic system, respectively. Then, we have analyzed the mode spacings step by step merging all modes which were below the resolution limit of 6 GHz. Finally, we have calculated the resulting truncated cumulated spacing distributions which are depicted in Fig. 3 for reference to the experimental results. Figure 3(a) depicts the experimentally determined cumulative eigenvalue spacing distribution of the VCSEL with the circular oxide aperture. We find excellent agreement of the experimentally obtained distribution with the truncated integrated Poisson distribution. In contrast, the cumulative eigenvalue statistics of the VCSEL incorporating the elongated, deformed oxide aperture is much closer to the integrated Wigner distribution, also known as the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) statistics as can be seen from Fig. 3(b). The GOE statistics is the characteristic distribution of a chaotic system [3]. Thus, this analysis supports the analogy between the circular shaped oxide-aperture VCSEL and an electromagnetic billiard with integrable boundary conditions defining a regular system, whereas the deformed shaped oxide-aperture VCSEL behaves like a billiard with nonintegrable boundary conditions resulting in the onset of wave chaos in the VCSEL resonator.

The remaining key question is the following: In how far is it actually justified to interpret the emission characteristics of such a complicated three-dimensional laser structure in terms of a simple two-dimensional billiard or resonator? In order to clarify this fundamental point, we have performed model calculations based on a three-dimensional vectorial model [18] which has proven to be suitable to quantitatively derive the eigenmodes, the corresponding frequencies, and the modal threshold gain for such VCSELS [19,20]. We have performed the modeling for a circularly shaped oxide aperture with a radius $r_0$ and for a quadrupolarly deformed oxide aperture ($r(\varphi) = r_0[1 + 0.205 \cos(2\varphi)]$ in polar coordinates), which is known to be a chaotic system in pure two dimensions [21]. In both simulations, $r_0$ has been chosen to be $r_0 = 7 \, \mu m$. In order to obtain well-defined cumulative eigenvalue spacing distributions, we have decomposed the symmetries of our investigated systems. Only those modes have been analyzed that have nodal lines along the boundaries of the gray shaded areas (Fig. 4, insets). The reduction of one symmetry axis in the case of the circular oxide aperture avoids the degeneracy of eigenmodes from the VCSEL model due to the symmetry of the system. In the case of the quadrupolarly deformed aperture shape, the symmetry decomposition to a single symmetry class is essential in order to obtain the generic GOE statistics [22–24]. We have found 199 modes for the circularly shaped oxide aperture and 101 for the quadrupolarly deformed aperture, respectively. The obtained cumulative eigenvalue spacing distributions are depicted in Fig. 4. Remarkably, we get excellent agreement with an integrated Poisson distribution in the case of the circular aperture and with a GOE statistics in the case of the quadrupolarly deformed aperture, respectively. Thus, the spatial and spectral emission properties of the VCSELS are, indeed, determined by the shape of their oxide aperture, behaving

![FIG. 3. Experimentally obtained cumulated eigenvalue spacing distributions and corresponding reference distributions. The experimental distributions (symbols) are derived from the optical spectra of the VCSELS with the (a) circular and (b) deformed aperture shapes. The curves represent truncated integrated Poisson distributions (solid line) for a regular system, and the resolution limited GOE statistics (dashed line) for a purely chaotic system. The mean mode spacing of $s = 1$ refers to an optical mode spacing of (a) 20.5 GHz and (b) 25.5 GHz, respectively.](https://example.com/fig3.png)
completely like two-dimensional billiards. In particular, the calculations confirm our experimentally obtained results that wave chaos appears in VCSELs, if nonintegrable boundary conditions are defined by the oxide aperture. In conclusion, our joint experimental and theoretical approach leads to a clear identification of wave chaos in a complicated real-world laser resonator. We have demonstrated that a deformation of the oxide aperture results in qualitative changes of the emission properties. We have observed Gauss-Laguerre modes in the emission profiles of a VCSEL with circular oxide aperture, and scar modes in the emission profiles of the VCSEL with the deformed oxide aperture. Based on the analysis of the eigenvalue spacing distributions, we attribute these changes to the onset of wave chaos in a two-dimensional billiard and justify our interpretation via model calculations. These insights promise further stimulating wave chaos studies in VCSELs and open perspectives for their technological consideration. Even beneficial exploration could be aspired.
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